
 

     

This Week’s Highlights 

 In Nursery we have been trying to discover who was whispering to 
Isabella in the garden (the character in our story) We have listened to 
sounds that garden creatures make and read poems to find out new 
information. 

 Reception have had tremendous fun this week retelling the story of Jack 
and the Beanstalk, counting with the giants gold coins and planting their 
very own beans! 

  Year 1 have had a great time this week learning all about the different 
animal groups and have been able to explain the features of each group! 
We have also had a special visit from some different animals this Friday, 
the children loved seeing different types of animals up close and seeing if 
they could identify which animal group they belonged to! 

 Year 2 have enjoyed learning about the different jobs people who live in 
the small Indian village of Chembakoli do. We debated about whether we 
would prefer to be tea pickers, honey collectors or auto-rickshaw drivers! 

 Year 3 have launched their ‘Brazil’ topic and seem very keen with what is 
to come. They also went to Liverpool World Museum as a landing event 
for the ‘Ancient Egypt’ topic. A great day was had and we learned lots 
more about Ancient Egypt.  

 Y4 have been studying living things and how to read and construct keys. 
 In Geography, Year 5 have been focusing on locating Greece on a map 

and discussing its physical features.  
 Lots of children in Year 6 have worked hard this week - during lunch 

times, after school and at home - to create pieces of art to enter into the 
St.Helens Youth Open Art Awards. We wish them all the very best of 
luck! 

 Well Done to the Year 3 /4 Girls Netball Team who came second in their 
group at a tournament this week. They all played superbly.  
 

What’s Coming Up Next Week (and beyond)? 
 

 On Wednesday, Year 5 will be taking part in an Anti-Smoking workshop.  
 On Monday the Year 5/6 girls football team will be competing in a 

tournament and the Year 3 / 4 Athletics team will be competing on 
Friday. Good Luck to all involved.  

 The deadline for paying for PGL is 5th April. 
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This Week’s Learning at Home 
Word of the Week 
Nursery - treasure Y3 - trudge 
Reception - mysterious Y4 - reflection 
Y1 - estimate Y5 - peninsular 
Y2 – auto rickshaw Y6 - plummeting 
 
Maths Challenge  

This week, why not help your child to practise  
their doubling skills by placing objects in front 
of a mirror and counting both the actual  
objects and their reflections?  

Problem of the Week 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

This week’s Stars!! 

 

 

  
  
  
 

Sports News   
 Years 3-6 Schools Couch to km Incentive – Would you like to be in 

with the chance to be a flag bearer at a Saints home game and 
receive a free ticket for the match? Attend 6 Schools Couch to km 

sessions on a Saturday at the stadium at 9am to be in with this 
fantastic opportunity. Please see Mrs Hawkins for more info. 

Well Done to all the children in the school so far who have been 
going each Saturday. Keep it up! 

 

Attendance Winners 
KS1 – Mrs Boydell’s Class 99% 
KS2 – Mrs Hawkins Class 99% 
Maths Whizz Progression Champion 
Joe W Y6JM 
Reading Plus Champion 
Dylan B Y6LD 
Netballer of the Week Erin M (Y5)   
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For a chance to win a 
fabulous maths puzzle, 
post the completed                                                          
problem in the box in the 
foyer 

Nursery: Robyn S, Bryonie K, Madison D, Chelsey J, Mason C 
RRG :  Blake W & Willow M RJT: Kay-Lea D & Kian S 
 
Medal Winners 

Year 1: Riley M, Elliott 
H, Alexis R, Archie MD 
 

Year 4: Isabella H, Olivia 
O, Olivia L, Lily MP 
 

Year 2: Evie TK, Sydney 
A, Daisy B, Tyler J K 
 

Year 5: Isabelle C, Riley 
D, Elliot N, Lucy R 
 

Year 3:  Landon W, 
Matthew Mc,  Kayla H, 
Joey D 
 
 
 
 

Year 6:   
Mia H,  Nikita A, Jessica 
S, Dulcie A 
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